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Overview
Over the last few years, there has been significant 

development in Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) 

techniques for game-playing. While Deep RL has been 

very successful, other methods for learning policies are 

available. Evolution Strategies (ES) is an alternative, 

black-box optimisation method with a number of desirable 

properties. Here we explore the potential to use ES to 

learn policies in environments with multiple challenges, 

including sparse-rewards.  We find that Evolution 

Strategies with a simple intrinsic reward performs well on a 

range of sparse-reward MiniGrid environments.

The MiniGrid Environment

The “Minimalistic Gridworld Environment” (MiniGrid) is a set 

of environment for exploring the performance of RL 

algorithms on hard-exploration, sparse reward problems. 

Environments have a number of challenges:

• Sparse Rewards

• Partial Observability

• Procedurally Generated

We focus on “KeyCorridor” environment where the agent has 

to pick up an object which is behind a locked door. The key is 

hidden in another room, and the agent has to explore the 

partially observable environment to find it.

Experiment
We implemented an ES agent, where the ES candidate solutions parameterise a neural 

network representing the agent policy. At each generation, Gaussian noise (mirrored 

sampling) is added to base parameters to generate child candidates. Parallel evaluations 

of each child candidate provide ranked child-networks, which are then combined to form a 

new parent agent. This process is then iterated over multiple generations.

Results
Initial results on ES showed promise compared to baseline PPO agent, but failed to 

perform on more difficult KeyCorridor Environments:

Evolution Strategies Baseline (No Intrinsic Reward) PPO Baseline (No Intrinsic Reward) 

An additional intrinsic reward that rewarded novel observations allowed ES to perform well on 

even the most difficult KeyCorridor Environments (PPO with the same intrinsic reward did not 

improve)

While more advanced intrinsic 

rewards allow some RL-methods to 

out-perform ES, the ES method 

performs well on all KeyCorridor 

Environments, is simple to implement 

and does not require GPU/TPU 

infrastructure. 

Evolution Strategies with Simple Intrinsic Reward 

Future Work
In future work, we plan to investigate a number of more advanced intrinsic reward 

approaches and evaluate ES across a wider range of sparse reward environments.


